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                                 Abstract

    A maximal circuit-free stibgraph and a maximal cutset-free subgraph have

important meanings in a graph. That is to say, a maximal circuit-free subgraph

of a graph is a tree and a maximal cutset-free subgraph of a graph is a cotree,

In this paper, the properties of a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph

are investigated. And it is shown that a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free

subgraph h. of a graph is a certain hybrid tree and the number of edges of

a hybrid tree containing the maximum number of edges changes according to the

partition (ll,, 4) of the set of edges E and its minimum value 77u is equal to the

number of edges of h.. The number mf coincides with the topological degrees
of freedom of the graph.

                             I. Introduction

    Circuits (or loops) and cutsets are basic concepts in graph theory. Some

fundamental concepts of a graph are defined by using these basic concepts. The

rank of a graph is defined to be the number of linearly independent cutsets in

the graph. The nu}lity of a graph is the number of linearly independent circuits

in the graph. A tree on a graph is a maximal circuit-free"' subgraph and a
cotree on a graph is a maximal cutset-free subgraph2)'3) and the number of edges

of a tree or a cotree equals the rank or the nullity of the graph, respectively.

These show that a maximal circuit-free subgraph and a maximal cutset-free
subgraph have important meanings in a graph. Then, what meaning does a maxi-

mal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph have? In this paper, the properties of

a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph are investigated and the relations

among the subgraphs and the hybrid trees are presented.

                            IL Preliminaries

    In order to clarify the relations among a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free

subgraph and hybrid trees, first we shall present the definition of hybrid trees

and some properties which wi!1 be necessary for the following discussions.

    G is an undirected and connected graph. Let E be the set of edges of G
and partition E into two subsets ll, and JE, such that ll,U.[l,==E and, .E,n4=ip.

 * Department of EIEctronic Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, sap-

   poro, Japan.
 *i A subgraph of G is said to be circuit-iree or cutset-free in G if it contains no circuits or no

   cutsets respectively,
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    Dofnition 1: E. and E. (g.==E.-e.) are subsets of E. in such a manner that

the subgraphs"2 E. and E. are cutset-free and circuit-free in G respectively. e,

and e. (s,==E,-e,) are subsets of 4 in such a way that the subgraphs e, and s,

are circuit-free and cutset-free respectively in the graph G, derived from G by

open-circuiting'3 all the edges of e. and short-circuiting all the edges of E.. Then

the subgraph e.Ue. is called a hybrid tree in G with respect to the partition

(Ey, E.) of E'`.

    In this definition, if E,i¢ and E,==ip, then since G=G, and e, and s. are
circuit-free and cutset-free in G. respectively, the hybrid tree e. is a tree of G"5.

If E,==ip and E.¥ip, then since G,=ip and e, and S. are cutset-free and circuit-

free in G respectively, the hybrid tree E. is a cotree of G. This means that

a hybrid tree of G becomes a tree or a cotree of G according to a partition of

E. In a hybrid tree E,Ue., the subgraphs e. and E. form a part of a tree and

a cotree in G respectively. So it may safely be said that a hybrid tree has pro-

perties of both a tree and a cotree.

    Let HTL T and CT be the sets of hybrid trees, trees and cotrees in G re-

spectively. ]t is clear from the definition of hybrid trees that e.Ug. and %Ue.

(which is the complement of e,US.) are circuit-free and cutset-free in G respec-

tively and thus e.UF. and g,Ue. are a tree and a cotree of G respectively. Hence

we obtain,

         T- {tlt-= hteE., htEHT] (1)
        CT-- (lll== htCDE,, htEHT] (2)
where e denotes the ring sum. These show the relations among HT, T and

CT and when E.¥ip and E.:=¢, T=HT and when 4== ip and E.==ip, CT:=HT.
    The number of edges in a tree and a cotree of G is identical with the rank

r and the nullity pt of G respectively, The number of edges in a hybrid tree of

G, however, is not always equal to 7' or xi and every hybrid tree of G does not

contain the same number of edges. Let hH>, be a subset of HT in such a way
that

        '        h71,-{ht lhtl-k, htEHT) (3)
    7'7zeo7em 1: Let HT be the set of hybrid trees of G with respect to the
partition (Iliv, E.) of E. Then HT is classified as follows,

 *2 The subgraph specified by the subset of edges E is defined as tlie subgraph whoes set of

   edges is e and whoes set of vertices is the set of all the vertices that are incident with the

   members of s.
      Hereafte.r, the subgraph iyith the suthx "y" or ",x" denotes that of llz, or 1!or, respectively,

 sc3 The term "open-circuiting an edge" is used here in the meaning of removing the edge and

   the term "short-circuiting an edge" is used in the meaning of identifying the two end ver-

   tices of the edge and then removing it,

 *4 If ex=¢, a. ¥O and Gy consists of some self-loops on}y, then the hybrid tree is denoted by. e,
 *5 The subgraphs gi and g2 (g2=E-gi) of G are a tree and a cotree respectively, if g! and g2
   are circuit-free and cutset-free in G, respectively.
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        HT == {hZn,, hZ,v-2, ''')hT2+2) h7}} (4)
where h71ig#ip, m;}lk2)l and m, fe and l are nonnegative integers.

    R"oof: Let ht,Gh71, be a hybrid tree in such a way that htk=e,Us., E.:==

E.-e, and g,-=lll,-s.. If le.1=]', then I£.[=k-J'. The rank of the graph G,
derived from G by open-circuiting all the edges of e. and short-circuiting all the

edges of g. is k-1', since e. is a tree of G,. If E. is partitioned into two subsets

eE and EE are such that l6" ==]'-1 and eE and gk are cutset-free and circuit-free in

G respectively, the rank of Gi derived from G by open-circuiting all the edges

of eE and short-circuiting all the edges of EE is k-]'-l. Let ee be a subset of IC,

in such a way that ee and sl (==Ebu-s.-) are circuit-free and cutset-free in Gi

respectively. Then leil=fe-7'-1 and the subgraph EeUEE is a hybricl tree and

leeUeEl==k-2. If sS==j+1, then ieeUeEl-=k+2. This means that in any partition

of E., hybrid trees whose number of edges are k+1 or k-1 are not obtained.

    In order to prove that hCTle)F¢ when h[ZnZ-24¢ and h7'la+2#ip, let us assume

hCTIe==¢. Let ht'EhZ･-2, ht"Eh[Zle+2, ht'=EIUet,ht"=e'.'UEI', gS=E.-sE and S2'=
.Elle-EE'. From the assumption, for any edge e.EE!', the subgraph e.Ue-'.' contains

a circuit. Let s'=sL'nEE and 5"=E!'-S', then sE consists of E' and IE"1+2 edges

of e:', Since the subgraph E! contains no circuits, the subgraph sEUg" contains at
mosi IE"1 circuits. The subgraph e-.'US" however contains IS"}2 circuits, because

the subgraph 5EUE" consists of gE' and IE"i+2 edges of e;'. This contradicts the

    The values of m and l in the classification (4) of HT vary with the partition

<E,, E.) ofE. If the graph G is separable and E is partitioned into two subsets

.El, and E. such that .Il. consists of all the edges of some separable components

and .ll,,==E-E., then m==l. If the graph G is nonseparable, then m=l if and
only lf HT coincides with T or CT then m==l==r or pt.

           III. Maximal Circuit･Free and Cutset.Free Subgraphs

    Let H be the set of subgraphs of G satisfying the following condition: the

graph derived from G by short-circuiting some edges of a subgraph hEH and
open-circuiting all the other edges of h contains no circuits but self-loops. Then

there exists the minimum subgraph satisfying the above condition. Let Hl.cH

be the set of the minimum subgraphs. Then we obtain the following theorem.

    fir7}eo7enz 2: Let h,., be a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph of

G. Then h.erz,,.
    -}'roqfl For any edge e,E(E-h,.,), (i==1, 2, ･･･), the subgraph h.,Uei contains

a circuit or a cutset of G. Let e. be the set of all the edges contained in such

circuits and ei be the subset of h., in such a way that eiCe, and e2(==h.b-ei)igs.･

Clearly, the graph derived by short-circuiting all the edges of si and open-cir-

cuiting all the edges of e2 contains no circuits but self-loops, namely, h.,GLL

    Consider a subgraph g of G which is circuit-free and cutset-free and is not

maximal. Then there exists at least one edge ej of E-g in such a way that
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                '
gUe,･ contains neither circuits nor cutsets of G. Therefore, g is not an element

of H. This means that if a subgraph hEH is circuit-free and cutset-free, it must

be a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph of G. In order to show that

h.,GH;., we assume that h. (!l rz. and gza is an element of HI. in such a way

that gk==giUg2, ging2==ip and the graph derived from G by short-circuiting all

the edges of gi and open-circuiting all the edges of g2 contains no circuits but

only self-loops. From the above explanations, gft. rnust contain circuits or cutsets.

Assuming that circuits are contained in gn and let L, be one of them. Then,
L. contains at least two edges of g2 because if L. consists of only edges of gi or

one edge of g2 and edges of gi, the subgraph gh-e,, (e.eL,) belongs to H and

gn, is not a minimum subgraph. Let L.2=L,,ng2 and G. be the graph derived
from G by short-circuiting all the edges of gi and open-circuiting all the edges

of g2-L,,2. In G,, L,,2 forms circuits and since gh,EHI.,, there exists an edge e.

of L.2 in such a way that e, and the edges of g- h. (:=E-gh) construct a circuit L,

consisting of more than three edges. Let e,GL,, (e,({ii L.2) and gE=(g2-ep)Ues･

Then, giUgS belongs to H and does not contain the circuit L.. Applying this
procedure ot all the circuits of gh, we obtain the subgraph that contaiBs no circuits

and consists of the same number of edges asgh. Similarly, when gn contains cutsets

or both circuits and cutsets, we obtain the subgraph gh from gh in such a way
that lgll=lghl, glt E H and gL contains neither circuits nor cutsets. This contradicts

the assumption that h. ts< Hl,,.

                                                           9. E. D.

    This theorem shows that a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph is

one of the minimum subgraphs in H As an example, let us consider a graph
G of Fig. 1. Let h.={ei,e4, e7}, then h. is a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free

subgraph and the graph derived from G by open-circuiting the ed.ge e7 and short-

circuiting the edges ei and e4 contains no circuits but only has sely-loops.

    A tree t and a cotree l are elements of .El] since the graph derived from G

by short-circuiting all the edges of t consists only of self-loops, and the graph

derived from G by open-circuiting all the

edges of Z contains no circuits. We ob-

tain the foliowing lemma concerning hy-

brid trees.

    Lemma 1: Let ht be a hybrid tree
of G with respect to the partition (IIII,,E.)

of E. Then ht:==e,Ue. is an elemeBt of
h7L,,, if and only if the graph G' derived

from G by open-circuiting all the edges

of e. and short-circuiting all the edges of

e, contains no circuits but only has self-

loops,

    Pi"oof: Let ht.Eh7';,,, ht.,==e.Ue.,

E,=E,-e, and EL,==E.-e.. From the defi-

e,

e2

eg

eB

Fig.

es
e6

eg

1. Agraph G.

e7

es
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nition of hybrid trees, s. must be a maximal cutset-free subgrape of E. and then

the subgraphs S. and F.U4 contain no circuits. Let G' be the graph derived
from G by open-circuiting al! the edges of e.. In the graph G', the subgraph

s,Ug. contains no circuits and the endpoints of an edge in g. are contained in

the subgraph e.. Therefore, the graph derived from G' by short-circuiting all
the edges of E. contains no circuits but only has self-loops.

    Let htkEH7'; htk tEih7ts,, htrk-=eeUeE, Sl=-Ebu-ei and EE=.ZZ,-eE. Since EE is

not a maximal cutset-free subgraph of E. in G and SE contains no circuits of G,

there exists some circuits consisting of edges of sE and E,. Let one of them be

L'. Since gEUei contains no circuits, L' contains edges of El. Therefore, the

graph G' derived from G by open-circuiting all the edges of e. and short-circuit-

ing al! the edges of e, contains some circuits which are not self-loops.

                                                           Q. E. D.
    This lemma shows that only the element ht.=e.Ue. of h7ts, in HT has the

properties which are such that the graph derived from G by short-circuiting all

the edges of e. and open-circuiting all the edges of e. contains no circuits but

self-loops. From lemma 1 and theorem 2, we obtain the following theorem.

    CZT7ieo7em 3: The minimum value 77ly of m in the classification (4) of HT

equals the number of edges contained in a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free,

subgraph in G.
    .Pi'oof: Let ht., be a hybrid tree of h7L,f with respect to the partition (Ef,,

E!) of E which gives the minimum value mf of m Then from lemma 1 and
theorem 2, ht., belongs to ll and Iht.l;}lIh..1, where h., is a maximal circuit-free

and cutset-free subgraph. Therefore, we have only to prove that h. can be
a hybrid tree in G. For any edge ei of h.,<==E-h.), the subgraph h.Uei con-
tains a circuit or a cutset. Let I9, be the set of all the edges contained in such

circuits and E. be E-.Il,. And let h,,,=s,Ue., e,cEla, e.C4, en.=E2,-e. and
E. ==IC,-E.. Then E. contains no circuits and since h., Ue,i, (eieF.) contains a cutset

of G, F. contains no circuits. In the graph G. derived from G by short-circuiting

all the edges of s. and open-circuiting all the edges of e,, E, contains no circuits

and since h.,Uei, (eiGS.) contains a circuit of G, s'. contains no cutsets. This

means that h,,, is a hybrid tree of G with respect to the partition (4, ll,).

                                                           9. E. D.
    As an example, let us consider the graph G of Fig. 1 again. In the graph

G, a subgraph h. ={ei,e4, e7} is a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free one. Let

E,=={e7) es, eg} and 4== {ei, e2, e3i e4, es, e6}. Then h., =:::ey Ue., (e. ={e7}, Ey={ei) e4})

is a hybrid tree and :h.1(=:3) is a minimum value o{ m

    In the proo{ of theorem 3, a method of the partition of E minimizing "m"

was shown. The method, however, is not unique. Because if the subgraph
h.Ue,t, (eaEh,.) contains both a circuit and a cutset of G, e,i may be an element

of either Ela or 4.

    Since a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph h. in G contains
neither circuits nor cutsets, h. can be a subset of both a tree and a cotree of G.
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Thus h., may be also regarded as the non-commom branches (or chords) of a pair

of maximally distant trees of G`)'5). And the number of edges in a maximal
circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph in G coincides with the topological degrees

of freedom of G.

                             IV. Conclusion

    The properties of a maximal circuit-free and cutset-free subgraph are inves-

tigated and the relationhsips among the subgraph and hybrid trees are presented.

And it is shown that the number of edges of a hybrid tree containing the maxi-

mum number, of edges changes according to the partition (E., E,) of E and its

minimum value is equal to the number of edges in a maximal circuit-free and
cutset-free subgraph of G. (Note that the number of edges in a tree or a cotree

 of G is constant and is equal to the number of edges in a maximal circuit-free

subgraph or a maximal cutset-free subgraph of G, respectively). These results

are important not only as a basic theory of a graph, but also as an application

to network theory, since the number of edges of a maximal circuit-free and
cutset-free subgraph gives the degrees of freedom of the physical system (graph).
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